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I AM A FREELANCE ARTIST/WRITER/PHOTOGRAPHER WITH FAITH IN GOD,
FAMILY, AND FRIENDS. A STUDENT OF MASS COMMUNICATIONS AT
WILBERFORCE UNVERSITY WHERE I GAVE MY WORLD PEACE LECTURE A POET
SPEAKS. I HAVE BEEN IN MANAGEMENT AS MY MAIN FIELD OF WORK FOR OVER
TWENTY YEARS, AND I HAVE MET PEOPLE FROM ALL WALKS OF LIFE. MY MOTTO
GOD CREATE/WE'RE AMAZED
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.......................................Flowers..........................

........
 
,
 
 
 
.
 
                        she blossomed quickly
                        her petals were rich in color
                        they left me speechless
                        taunting me with a nectar uncompared
                        i felt thorns, and i could not let go
                        tempted by infatuation
                        passion arrived in spring
                        like a cherry blossom
                        withering in a breeze
                        so was the moment
                        i dared dream
                        if i were the sunlight
                        i know she would not resist
                        one gentle kiss
                        i am just a breeze passing by
                        tomorrow my soul will fly
                        hoping to find love
                        before i die
                        none quite so rare
                        as the rose i left there
                         memories to be as time
                         that wasn’t meant to be
                        ticking away endlessly
                        so i take one last look
                        then drift into the lonliness
                        inside of me
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.................................Breathe...............................

.
 
.
 
 
 
 
                       THE WORLD IS A SPECK OF DUST
                       DRIFTING THROUGH THOUGHTS OF HUMANITY
                       IN A WIND CALLED SPACE
                       BLOWN THROUGH THE NOSTRILS OF GOD
                       EACH BREATH CREATES A UNIVERSE
                       IT’S BEAUTY SO UNIMAGINABLE
                       REALITY ITSELF IS HARD TO CONCEIVE
                       IT’S INFINITE POWER HARD TO BELIEVE
                                             WHY?
                             GOD STILL BREATHES
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................................As We
Walk.............................
 
.
 
 
 
 
 
 
                         as we walk
                         the lines of injustice blur
                         twisted by racial slurs
                         little innuendos that say i’m superior
                         fade into the night
                         as if they were never there
                         as we walk
                         the memories of discrimination
                         by a hate filled nation
                         rekindle in the thoughts of children
                         like those who died in South African jails
                         lynched in southern magnolias
                         tarred, and feathered
                         or when OJ was found innocent
                         then you saw the real color barrier
                         how dare you let a black man off
                         when for decades whites did it almost every day
                         as we walk
                         don’t hide the truth
                         in rap songs, poetry, or inside
                        don’t let your color destroy your pride
                        white children saying we know it was wrong
                        hispanics saying we feel it too! !
                        asians screaming it’s wrong
                        as we walk
                       we must all stand strong
                       what does having a black president really mean?
                       except a change in history
                       one man can’t stop a nations misery
                       as we walk
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                       through the sands of racism
                       tunnnel through the wall of injustice
                       run into the pain of life
                       we must unite
                       as we walk
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................................I Cry...................................
 
.
 
 
 
 
 
                         INSIDE OF ME IS SO MUCH ANGER
                         SO MUCH PAIN
                         SO MUCH LOVE
                         IT DRIVES ME INSANE
                        SO MUCH HURT
                        SO MANY EXCUSES
                        SO MANY LIES
                        TEARS FALL FROM MY EYES
                         I PRAY
                         I DREAM
                         I SCREAM FOR SANITY
                        ALL DONE IN MAGNIFICENT VANITY
                        UNTIL I CRY
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................................My
Prayer.........................................
 
.
 
 
 
 
 
                          lord someone tonight
                          is filled with pain & sorrow
                          they can’t see tomorrow
                          lord their tears are falling
                          pouring like rain
                          like a storm unescapeable
                          they feel like they are drowning
                          reach out saviour
                          pull them with your mighty hands
                          towards your understanding love
                          father they might need
                          a hug
                          a kiss
                         a dream to come true
                         show them your blessings come through
                         wipe the tears
                         ease their fears
                         open their ears
                         so they can hear
                        children laughing
                        birds singing your praise
                        feel the wind blowing
                        show them you’re all knowing
                        that tomorrow will be a brighter day
                        from the depths of your mercy
                        to the strenght of your love
                        bless them so tomorrow shines
                        like a diamond
                       glitters like gold
                       let your eternal light shine
                       this i pray
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                      for those who suffer undeniable pain
                                                    Amen
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..............................A Peice Of U............................
 
.
 
 
 
 
 
                         i want a piece of u
                         lets get in2 something new
                         no need in fronting boo
                         this is what i want u 2 do
                         hold me in your arms forever
                         never ever weather the storm alone
                         i’ll make u moan
                         passionate screams when it seems
                        so unbearable
                        ectasy so incredible
                        your heart skips a beat
                        as i caress u from your head 2 your feet
                      damn u taste so sweet
                       kiss me darling
                       keep me hollering your name
                      things will never be the same
                      i’m so in2 u
                      i keep a piece of u
                      in my heart
                     dreaming about every part
                     that’s a work of art
                     tell me how much u love me boo
                     while i’m so deep in u
                     i’m feeling every piece of u tingle
                    as we mingle
                    in a sweet embrace
                    u can tell by the look on my face
                    no one will ever take your place
                    boo this is so true
                    i become a piece of u
                    can u feel it boo!
                    can u feel it boo!
                    i can feel it too!
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                    oh! baby please don’t tease
                    i’m begging on my knees
                   4 another peice of u
                    i’m so in love with u
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..............................Beautiful
Lies..............................
 
.
 
 
 
 
 
                             yes i heard u
                             those stories are quite
                             well u know what i mean
                             if u weren’t so damn sexy
                             i probably would have left
                             so u used to do that
                             you’ve changed
                            how sweet
                            so what are we going to do
                            u being so brand new
                                 so beautiful
                                    so tempting
                                           so u
                           yes i remember when
                              but i thought u didn’t do that
                                                    oh! u lied
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..............................Labels..............................
 
.
 
 
 
 
                          whoever made words
                          started all this confusion
                          pardon my intrusion
                          there shouldn’t be
                          people black, or white
                          hassle over day or night
                          no divorces, or horses
                          no names at all
                          i bet we’d be loved by all
                          now you say why?
                          without that word
                          there would be no answers heard
           maybe there’s too much intelligence, or common sense
                          it might have made the fog so dense
                          where nature belongs
                          we’d get along
                          listening to beautiful wordless songs
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.............................4 U
Nikki....................................
 
.
 
 
 
 
 
 
                             After listening to nikki giovanni
                             i felt like a failure
                             hearing prison poems
                             captured the inside of my tormented soul
                             my heart became words
                             which write more words
                             to stories untold
                             the skin in which i live, and like
                             seemed to blossom like a african violet
                             growing to the sound of a scratched record
                             repeating free at last, free at last
                             looking at a bible
                             which has meant a lot
 
                            After listening to nikki giovanni
                            i became poetry
                            like a butterfly from a seed
                            like a river from a weed
 
                           After listening to nikki giovanni
                           i have love
                           love 4 u nikki
                          4 u nikki
                          4 u
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.............................Ancient Visions
 
.
 
 
 
 
 
                           wandering down the nile
                           on memories long forgotten
                           drifting rapidly through time
                           i came across a queen
                           her beauty so rare
                           her skin so fair
                           her eyes glowing with excitement
                           i’m hypnotized by the length of her hair
                           the grace with which she walks
                           my ears tingle as she talks
                           of visions i have never seen
                           drifting far, and in between
                           this paradise where i now stand
                           this wonderful, magnificent ancient land
                           slowly she grasps my hand
                           so nervous am i that sweat pours from my brow
                           my mind said take me i’m yours now
                           she whispered relax, and dance with me
                           listen to the romance of the galaxies
                           this time is meant for you, and I
                           i could hear cupids arrow fly
                           it landed straight into my heart
                           for her beauty was gods greatest work of art
                           or so i thought
                           then she kissed me
                           oh so tenderly our lips embraced
                           i prayed to the heavens above
                           for such a love to be sent
                           now all my sins i repent
                           scared that i may lose something so precious
                           worth more than jewels, or any material thing
                           inside i could hear love start to sing
                           we cuddled, and held each other tight
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                           as if this was the very last night
                           yet it’s here i’ll remain
                           smiling happily insane
                           with ancient visions of love
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.............................Please................................
 
.
 
 
 
 
 
                          the morning came & went so fast
                          i dare not ask
                          if sunlight was a thing of the past
                          she smiled at me
                          i took it seriously
                          as if romance was meant to be
                          yet night did fall
                          the darkness did rain
                          lonliness creates pain
                          a door opens & we begin again
                          the morning came & went so fast
                                   i dare ask
                                          instead i cried please
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.............................To Malik...............................
 
.
 
 
 
                             sometimes i cry deep inside
                             every minute away from u
                             your growing up, and it seems i’m missing that too!
                             my love 4 u cannot be described
                             it can only be seen in the tears in my eyes
                             the happiness i feel when i’m with u
                             is the best joy of my life
                             i look at u, and i’m amazed
                             at the young man you’ve became
                             i’m so proud of u
                             in my heart it’s u who keeps me forever young
 
                                                                love daddy
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............................A Small Tap..............................
 
if i could tap into your soul
                            what would i see?
                            infinite creativity
                            sheer beauty
                            or something demonic & scary
                            if i could tap into your soul
                            how would you feel?
                            violated
                            stimulated
                            i mean lets be for real
                            if i could tap into your soul
                            what would i hear?
                            a symphony of lonliness, or serenity
                            the beauty of silence
                            confusion at it’s best
                            or the sins we all confess
                            if i could tap into your soul
                           could i really smell?
                           the flowers
                           the hours that tell
                           little secrets that make you rebel
                           in a world some call heaven, or hell
                           if i could tap into your soul
                           would i taste the same flavors
                           that sends your heart messages
                           captured in time
                           memories dripping so divine
                           if i could tap into your soul
                           would you be mine?
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
.
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............................Eyes & Heart..........................
 
.
 
 
 
 
                                   i see
                                   i feel
                                   tired
                                   like
                        my eyes are burning
                        my mouth is dry
                                  i feel
                        wandering spirits
                       distant voices
                                 i see
                       hidden images
                       emotions
                       lost souls
                                i hear
                       tomorrow
                       creeping slowly
                               i feel
                       the breeze
                               i relax
                               i listen
                      for hope
                               i see
                      nothing
                               i dream
                      in fear
                               i see
                               i feel
                     exhausted
                     lifeless
                     don’t ask me why?
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............................If U Were
Mine......................................
 
.
 
 
 
 
                          IF YOU WERE MINE?
                          OUR LOVE WOULD HAVE NO END
                          YOU’D BE MY TASTY TREAT
                          RELAXING ON MY TONGUE SO SWEET
 
                         IF YOU WERE MINE?
                         IMAGINE TOGETHER WHAT WE WOULD BE
                         WE’D LAUGH AT THEIR PETTY JEALOUSY
                        TEASE THEM WITH OUR INTIMACY
 
                         IF YOU WERE MINE?
                         KINGS, AND QUEENS WOULD BOW AT OUR FEET
                         MY DREAMS WOULD BE COMPLETE
                         WE WOULD ENJOY ENDLESS ECTASY
                         EVERY INCH OF YOUR BODY MY SURPRISE
                         EVERY MINUTE I LOOK IN YOUR EYES
                         I YEARN TO KISS YOUR LIPS
                        CARESS YOUR HIPS
                         PULL YOU SO CLOSE TO ME
                        MY JOY WOULD EXPLODE INSTANTLY
                        SO DEEP WE’D BE A FAMILY
 
                        IF YOU WERE MINE?
                        I’D TREASURE THE GROUND YOU WALK ON
                        SCATTER ROSE PETALS BENEATH YOUR FEET
                        FOR YOUR LOVE NO MAN COULD COMPETE
                        IF YOU WERE MINE! !
                        IF YOU WERE MINE! !
                        OH MY GOD! !
                        IF YOU WERE MINE
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............................Secret
Desires...................................
 
.
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                  what i need from u
                                  is just a tender touch
                                 a meaningful embrace
                                 i need a little tongue slipped in
                                 every now & then
                                 a nibble or two
                                 a passionate kiss from you
                                 a look that says i’m yours
                                 a freak behind closed doors
                                 a woman at all times
                                 to be sweet memories in my mind
                                 a smile when you see me
                                 that certain way you walk
                                 that sensous way you talk
                                 whisper to me intimately
                                 cuddle, rub me gently
                                 massage the pain
                                drive me insane
                                love me
                                hold me
                                tell me
                                im yours
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............................Tainted Desires.........................
 
.
 
 
 
 
 
                        this is the picture i painted
                       desires so tainted
                        ladies seduced me
                        i did things my heart craved
                        never realizing to sex i was a slave
                        addicted to passion
                        i was used, and loved it
                        my tainted desires
                        burned hot like fire
                        everytime i jumped in
                        the flames grew higher
                        i never could stop
                        they would take every last drop
                        of my tainted desires
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............................The Magic Never
Dies...................
 
.
 
 
 
 
                          sprinkle dust golden, sparkling
                          watch a heart appear
                          a rosy red
                          visions dance in my head
                          like a ballerina on tiptoes
                          tossed into her lovers waiting arms
                          caressed by a everlasting charm
                          only found in dreams
                          picture colorful light beams
                          shining down
                          a magical shilouette on the ground
                          of love come true
                          imagine that love is you
                          feel the warmth of amazing joy
                          the touch of sensuality
                          flowing like a tide of passion
                          which pulls all feeling of ectasy
                          i want to drown inside of you
                          awaken in a ocean of unbroken promises
                          swim forever more
                          to distant shores
                          where i can be as lucky as you
                         find love that is true
                         never ever again feeling blue
                         then disappear with you
                        don’t believe the lies
                        the magic never dies
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...........................Autumn's Song
 
.
 
 
 
.
 
                          a cardinal sings this autumn morn
                          the chill refreshes
                          as a new day is born
                          the colors golden, and green
                          so peaceful, and serene
 
                          a cardinal sings this autumn morn
                          voices rip
                         a quiet now torn
                         footsteps slide in a pattern
                         smiles appear
                         glances of wonder clear
                         as a cardinal disappears
                         just like a breeze
 
                         a cardinal sang this autumn morn
                         a melody unheard before
                         ignored by many
                         cherished by me
                         it’s meomory forever more
                         as flickers of red touch the sky
                         i ponder the question why
                         a cardinal sings this autumn morn
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...........................Fears Of My Past........................
 
.
 
 
 
 
                              Fears of my past
                              lay beside me as i write
                              this loveless night
                              i yearn to break the tormented soul
                              let my passionate desires drip away
                              as i watch my dreams run and play
                              instead of being imprisoned in fantasy
                             a twisted tale of
                             endless romantic agony
                  alas my poor heart craves what it seems to be denied
                            the very essence of love cries
                           as the most intimate part of me dies
                           the fears of my past multiply
                           turn into moments of true lonliness
                           surely you must know this
                           true love sometimes doesn’t mean happiness
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...........................If Love Was A
Dream.......................
 
..
 
 
 
 
                       If love was a dream
                       imagine how much joy you could feel
                       ectasy would bloom like a flower
                       seduction would dance like a star
                       if love was a dream
                       intimate moments would be colorful
                       like a rainbow of sweet nothings
                       flying into your ear, and out the other
                       imagine how beautiful your lover
                       treasured like a rare jewel
                       shining ever so brightly
                       tenderness does excite me
                       if love was a dream
                       would we float on clouds
                      dance with glee
                      romance each other endlessly
                      on a river of whipped cream, and chocolate
                      strawberries would taste so sweet
                      if love was a dream
                      we’d tiptoe through erotic moans,  passionate screams
                     smile as orgasmic emotions overflow
                     like a flood as a river grows
                     breaks levees of true romance
                     no tears
                     no lies
                     no alibis
                     if love was a dream
                     we would be washed away
                     into tomorrow never regretting a thing
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...........................Sensations.................................
 
.
                               oh the joy
                               the sweet seconds of magical delight
                               that turn into hours on end this night
                               the blood rushing through the veins
                               the urges we cannot explain
                               the ultimate pleasure
                               such heavenly pain
                               to be endured over, and over again
                               surely we cannot escape the passion
                              the yearning
                              the burning desire
                              the hunger we have
                              sets hearts on fire
                              pounding away at a rapid beat
                             each one so unique
                             until the grand finaly
                             where we are lost in each other
                             exhausted
                             breathless
                             tangled in love so blindly
                              shh!
                           there’s no need to remind me
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...........................Sweetness................................
 
.
 
 
 
 
                          i poured honey where i wanted
                          began to lick every spot
                          i knew would make you hot
                          i knew i had you
                          when you hollered my name
                          will we ever be the same?
                          you were so sweet a treat
                         we became one under the sheets
                         so hot, sweaty, and ready
                         i removed your teddy
                         that thong disappeared
                         when the smoke cleared
                         we were on the floor
                         exhausted, but wanting more
                         passion so rare, and pure
                         the look in your eyes
                         spoke to my heart
                         a heavenly work of art
                         such a radiant glow
                         as a man i began to grow
                         every minute
                         every hour
                         it was only you i wanted to devour
                         your sweetness
                         your love
                         your touch
                         consumed me
                         i poured the honey
                         never knew how delicious
                         you could be
                         how sweet love could be
                         my tastebuds cry your name
                         my lips wet with joy
                         my heart yours forever more
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...........................This
Morning................................
 
.
 
 
 
 
                       i woke up, and said good morning god
                       what a beautiful day this is
                       birds singing with cheer
                       making love on a ledge
                       i whispered hey slow down
                       but they kept on singing
                       what a beautiful sound
                       i shivered in the cool breeze
                       relaxed, and prayed please
                       a moment of silence
                       then i sung the blues
                       my baby dun left me
                       my baby is gone
                       oh my baby was so fine
                       when she was mine all mine
                       my baby dun left me
                       my baby was sweet
                       without her i don’t feel complete
                       the birds kept singing
                       and i was proud
                       because god gave the strenght
                       to sing out loud
                      my baby dun left me
                      my baby is gone
                      but i’ve got to find the strength to carry on
                      i got the early morning blues
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..........................I Am That I Am.........................
 
.
 
 
 
 
 
                              i am a writer
                              i am a artist
                              i am a rapper
                              i am a lover
                              i am a fighter
                              i am a father
                              i am a sinner
                              i am a winner
                              i am a friend
                              i am a hopeless romantic
                              i am a aids activist
                              i am a world peace lecturer
                              i am a musician
                              i am a talker
                              i am religious
                              i am a critic
                              i am a believer
                              i am a dreamer
                              i am a uncle
                              i am a brother
                              i am a son of god
                              Moses said what shall i call you
                              he said i am that i am
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..........................Pure Sensuality..........................
 
.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                         Just as i was falling asleep
                         the cellphone rings guess what
                         my girl wants to creep
                         a late night booty call
                         i dont have the strength at all
                         to turn her down
                         i’m gonna enjoy this love i’ve found
                         my heart starts to pound
                         she’s so sexy
                         i wanna get it right
                         make love to her
                         all through the night
                         i put wine on chill
                        dim the lights for the feel
                        light candles for whip appeal
                        the doorbell rings
                        anita baker sings
                        she says baby thats my song
                        one sweet kiss and its on
                        one the sofa i unsnap her bra
                        nibble on her neck
                        now she’s getting wet
                        this will be a night i wont forget
                       she unbuttoned my shirt
                       i take off her skirt
                       relax girl this wont hurt
                       slow down she starts to beg
                       but i’m deep between her legs
                       she starts unwinding, and grinding
                       she gets on top
                       her eyes roll back but she wont stop
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                       until i start to shiver
                       my love flows like a river
                       sweat dripping everywhere
                       as i run my fingers through her hair
                       she collapses in my arms without a care
                       we kiss and hold on tight
                       we still have the rest of the night
                       all hands go to work
                       two rubbing
                       two start to jerk
                       this feels so good
                       it can’t be wrong
                       pure sensuality all night long
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..........................She Thought...............................
 
.
 
 
 
 
 
                       she thought she could tell the type of person i was
                       when she read my poetry
                       she laughed, and giggled with me
                       we talked, and we talked, and we talked
                       so much i wondered what the hell was going on
                       such amazing beauty, and sexy as could be
                       kept me deep into her every word
                       then she leaned over, and kissed me
                       i asked what was that for?
                       just being you she replied
                       now shut up! ! and kiss me some more she said
                       of course tongues went for weeks tangled in passion
                       bodies too!
                      she was everything i dreamed of
                      finally i thought! !
                      true love
                      then she thought
                      jealousy erupted
                      anger burst into flames
                      my heart went down the drain
                      so much pleasure turned into pain
                      the sad thing is
                      it wasn’t true
                      she never thought i meant
                      i love you
 
 
 
 
 
 
.
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..........................The Miracle................................
 
.
 
                               i saw a vision
                               it was so magnificent
                               it made me cry
                               i reached out to touch it
                               its radiance drew me in
                               i found myself lost in a trance
                               like i was trapped in romance
                               the touch was warm, and gentle
                               i relaxed
                               it’s just that simple
                              emotions vibrated inside of me
                              captured inside sheer beauty
                              the experience hard to explain
                              like walking in the rain
                              the little drops cause no pain
                              i kissed her
                              her lips were so soft
                              her body perfection
                              the ultimate connection
                              we danced the night away
                              as music serenades
                              this memory
                              this miracle
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..........................The Phoenix...........................
 
.
 
 
 
                       The flames get higher
                       as tears fall from my eyes
                       yet still i rise
                       steadily being pulled down by lies
                       envy, hate, jealousy all things i despise
                       they say one day from this i’ll be wise
                       right now i’m barely
                       escaping life on the streets
                       blessed to have food to eat
                       it seems my will to survive is incomplete
                       yet something burns deep inside
                       blinded by my foolish pride
                       while each day a part of me dies
                       the flames getting higher
                       yet still i rise
                      flying, striving to reach the top
                      knowing if i fall this time
                      it’ll be my last stop
                      so hotter, harder i burn
                      thinking maybe now’s my turn
                      to be a part of life
                      erase the pain and strife
                      so i can enjoy my life finally
                      free to fly
                      free to sing
                      free to spread my wings and fly
                      the flames get higher, higher, and higher
                      i supernova like a phoenix
                      rising from the fire
                      i inspire
                      i inspire
                      i inspire
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..........................The Question Of
Love.......................
 
.
 
 
 
 
 
 
                          is it is or is it ain’t my baby
                         driving me crazy
                          is it is or is it ain’t my baby
                          that sweet looking lady
                          over there with the cornrows in her hair
                          is it is or is it ain’t my baby
                          the one whose kissing me
                          loving me
                          hugging me
                          thinking of me
                          is it is or is it ain’t my baby
                         dreaming, and scheming of sexy moments
                         blessed with all the right components
                         is it is or is it ain’t my baby
                         with that pretty smile
                         that lasts awhile
                         just long enough for me to say
                         is it is or is it ain’t my baby
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..........................The Shining
Light...............................
 
.
 
 
 
 
                           the light shines in the mind
                           yet some are still blind
                           to the ways of mankind
                           it’s sad to see wars, and poverty
                           drugs in the community
                           homeless on our city streets
                           children with no food to eat
                           this world treats them so unkind
                           yet a light shines in the mind
                           with a glimmer of hope
                           like someone tossed a rope
                           to save humanity, maybe just a family
                           from suffering from hunger, and pain
                           it seems the poor loses, and the rich gains
                           as shots are heard, and blood stains
                           grow at a rapid pace
                           only god can save the human race
                           a light shines in the mind
                           as a prayer is heard
                           about how life is so absurd
                           songs like we shall overcome
                           motivate people where i come from
                           yet the battle continues
                           staring through windows
                           with no money to see the menu
                           we do what we have to do
                           still god’s light shines through
                           in the minds of many
                           is there hope – plenty
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.........................Inside A Poem.........................
 
.
 
 
 
 
                             conjure up a storm
                             inside a poem
                             about our world
                             make it shake underground
                             with shivering trees
                             bending knees
                            deafening cries
                            psychadelic eyes
                            cannibals, and vegetarians
                            catholics, and rastafarians
                            mixed up like a stew
                            you better know what to do
                            it will spill all over you
                            making such a mess
                            conjure up a storm
                            inside a poem
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.........................The Joining.................................
 
.
 
 
 
 
 
 
                      ENVISION BEAUTY COMBINED WITH WORDS
                      THAT DESCRIBE THE TRUE YOU
                       IMAGINE CREATIVITY
                       IMAGINE THE WORLD AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
                      BEGGING FOR MORE
                      THIRSTY LITTLE BEGGARS
                      HUNGRY FOR MORE
                      I FEED THEM
                      I GIVE THEM HOPE
                      I’LL GIVE THEM LOVE BEYOND COMPARE
                      HAPPINESS IS ALWAYS THERE
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........................Dance With Me.............................
 
..
 
 
 
 
 
                         hear a melody
                         singing it’s way into your heart
                         feel the vibrations of past kisses
                         as your feet obey strange wishes
                         watch as your hands
                        start to move, and lose control
                        as if the music posesses your soul
                        closer, and closer we get
                        memories linger
                        not a chance to forget
                        yes dance with me
                        as i hold you so gently
                        smile the night away
                        who cares what those people say
                        whisper sweet words in my ear
                        dance
                        dance with me, my dear
                        lets get lost in a dream come true
                        together forever with you
                        angels lift us into the clouds
                        far above the crowds
                        your lips
                        your hips
                        feel devine
                        at last my love
                        you’re mine
 
 
 
 
 
.
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........................Some Say.................................
 
.
 
 
 
 
 
                        some say u can feel a vibe
                        when love is in the air
                        it leaps out at you
                        grabs you, and all is fair
                        there is a certain magic that arises
                        full of surprises like you
                        some say inside your heart
                        there’s a beat uncontrollable
                        rapidly pounding away
                        some say it generates urges
                        the type that put you to sleep
                        where little erotic thoughts creep
                        until a touch, a word, a kiss
                        sends you to places never imagined
                        in your wildest dreams
                        and so it seems
                        some say loves is meant to be
                        precious little miracles
                        that capture you & me
                        forming a bond of unity
                        serenity for eternity
                        linked together romantically
                                     some say
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.......................Bloody Mary.............................
 
.
 
 
 
 
                         how much blood
                         has the rivers drunk?
                         intoxicated by hate
                         impoverished by war
 
                         how much blood
                         has the rivers drunk?
                         over, and over
                         as the waves of innocent lives
                         crushed the shores
                         while their leaders plotted
                         how much the rivers would drink
                         teaching millions how to think
                         marching, singing patriots of equal stupidity
                         hero’s by day
                         idiots by night
                         fighting some war
                         they thought was right
 
                        how much blood
                        has the rivers drunk
                       out of broken glasses, or silver chalices
                       mixed with tonic water, or ginger ale
                       oh what stories the soldiers do tell
                       veterans reap the benefits
                      of wars commercialized
                      of generations analyzed
 
                       how much blood
                       has the rivers drunk?
                       how many can walk a straight line?
                       how many escape the centuries of time?
                       how much blood
                       has the rivers drunk?
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                       how many will still drink?
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.......................If I...........................................
 
.
 
 
 
 
                          If i never know
                          if i die trying
                          if words could caress
                          i surely wouldn’t settle for less
                          than being in your arms
                          kissing your sweet lips
                          if i never know
                          if i die crying
                          let it be because i was so happy
                          to be in love with you
                          knowing finally love was true
                          my smiles became endless
                          oh my love
                          there is no way to end this
                          than to make love to you
                          if i never know
                          if i die trying
                          if i die crying
                          let me awaken in heaven kissing you
                          then my dreams will come true
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.......................My Love Is....................................
 
.
 
 
 
 
 
                            My love is
                            not what you expect
                            as a matter of fact
                            i’m definitely a reject
                            there may be some rules
                            i don’t accept
                            romance a dance of chance
                            just a short glance
                           a peep at intimacy
                           yet maybe down the road
                           you wont remember me
                          my love is
                         a game that you played
                         when i prayed
                         for us to be
                         more than the game you played with me
                         my love is
                         tomorrow wrapped up in yesterday
                         trying to escape and run away
                         from the pain and misery of today
                         that’s why i’m lonely
                         my love is
                         confused, used, abused
                         sometimes i have a short fuse
                         thank god it was
                         anger management i choosed
                         while walking the road of infatuation
                         running into so many imitations
                         of life’s past mistakes
                         girl just give me a break
                         for goodness sake
                         my love is
                         what you always wanted
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                         but always denied
                         sometimes it even hurts to say i tried
                         my love is
                         the lies
                         the useless cries
                         the sad goodbyes
                         the alibi’s
                         after all is said and done
                         these words remain true
                         my love is
                         you
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......................A Sweet
Remembrance......................
 
.
 
 
 
 
 
                             I think i hear the beauty of life calling me
                             as I look for my love
                             which drifts in the wind
                             while the sanctity of romance is treasured
                             how sacred is the time spent between lovers?
                             what price can be placed on a gentle kiss?
                            a simple wish
                            the holding of hands
                            a walk in the sands of time
                            bodies tangle, and then slowly unwind
                            how many take for granted
                            the simplicity of it all?
                            the rapture that captures it all
                            will suddenly disappear
                            with souls left in tears
                            missing a simple whisper
                            a smile, or a embrace
                            left searching endlessly
                            for a love that will replace
                            romantic visions of yesterday
                            forgotten in your masquerade
                            that left you empty, yet filled with lonliness
                            is the reality that love is not a game
                            chances are
                            life will never be the same
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......................Gangster Gospel............................
 
.
 
 
 
 
 
 
                  this is the first gangster gospel rap
                  scarier than micheal jackson’s thiller
                   nothing can be more real sir!
                   i told the preacher
                  from the depths of hell came strange creatures
                  all with gross satanic demonic features
                  each, and everyone up to no good
                  posessing brothers, and sisters in the hood
                  so scary is this story i’m about to tell
                  satan ran straight back to hell
                   the priest said calm down all is well
                   but father i said it’s not! ! ! !
                   we need holy water, garlic, the cross, alot
                   he started laughing
                   i started running
                   a demon snatched off his head
                   that’s what he gets for frontin
                   i kept running then slowed down
                   i see demons all around
                   one on the corner selling crack
                    i keep walking, and i don’t look back
                   up pops a fine skeezer
                    thank god i’m a believer
                   satan comes in many ways to decieve ya! !
                   here comes one disguised as a friend
                   trying to get me to walk the path of sin
                   everywhere i look they keep coming
                   these demons are so cunning
                   lord i got to keep on moving
                   so i’m running
                   i see a gang in a alley
                   sipping forties, gambling, using profanity
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                   guns showing creating instant insanity
                   the type of junk young kids admire
           i grab them, and tell them you can get higher with the messiah
                   that’s the true dope
                   they believe me now there’s hope
                   we start a invisible army
                   our motto no evil can harm thee
                   through the depths of hell we march
                   gangsters of the lord
                   no mistakes can we afford
                    there’s a ship bound for heaven
                    we want to be on board                                 
                     the battle is fierce
                     so god sends guardian angels
                    we attack demons from all types of angles
                     but soon as we kill them they multiply
                     so many of us start to die
                     armagedeon in full effect
                     revelations told you what to expect
                     so now we walk through the valley of death
                     there’s only a few of us left
                     so i grab bottles and click, click
                     warriors come out to play
                     yes it’s judgement day
                     here they come eyes glowing
                     the fear in our hearts showing
                     i yell heaven is better than this
                     the battle is rough soon we’ll cease to exist
                     lord i never thought it would end like this
                     all of a sudden our dead become angels
                     wings of silver and gold attack from all angles
                     from heaven shines a powerful light
                     demons scatter running with all their might
                     but to no avail
                     i guess that’s why satan ran straight to hell
                     that’s my story and i’m sticking to it
                     dont let those demons around confuse this
                     it’s straight gangster gospel music.
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......................Global Socialization.......................
 
.
 
 
 
                       the innocence of life
                       as we see it today
                       is erased by the savages
                       who call themselves human
                       thriving on a superiority egotrip
                       while destroying the ozone
                       polluting the environment
                       adding chemical, and biological disasters
                       talking about the world thereafter
                       placed in the hands of lunatics
                       trapped inside their own intelligence
                       our doom is sealed
                       by the laws of nature revealed
                       in polluted rivers
                       diseased bodies
                       disappearing species
                       food grown in human feces
                       tsunami’s, hurricanes, terrorist attacks
                       when everything goes right they’ll be right back
                       idiotic holy wars
                       ridiculous marketing in every store
                       homeless growing by the millions
                       a army of hungry children
                       just mad enough to create a society
                       where your laws don’t apply to me
                       destined to be reality
                      churches burn as the clock turns
                      racism no longer the big issue
                      believe it or not it’s just you
                      what are you going to do
                      when the whole world comes after you
                      for the idiotic things you do
                      relax it will never happen
                      the world is steadily collapsing
                      wall street just one more scenario
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                      of the media pumping insanity in stereo
                      the world believes OJ got what he deserves so
                      keep on playing with the globe
                      let it revolve then explode
                      stay tuned for the next episode
                      created by god, or the human mind
                      i’ll be on the corner pretending i’m blind
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.....................A Treasured Rose..........................
 
.
 
 
 
 
 
 
                       you are like a rose
                       so beautiful when you blossom
                       so fragile to my touch
                       yet if i try to pick you
                       i will prick my finger
                      so much love will pour out
                      your petals will wither away
                      dance silently to the ground
                      until you rise like a phenoix
                      blossoming again before my eyes
                      still delicate
                      still beautiful
                      still radiant with a glow of love
                      like a angel from above
                      with petals like wings
                      flying inside my heart
                      a magical work of art
                      seductive
                      passionate
                      gentle
                      mine
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...................Her Secret Desires.........................
 
.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                      she wanted more than i could offer
                      her hunger
                      her thirst so desperately needing to be quenched
                      this seductive wench
                      desired passion in all types of forms
                      way above the norm
                      i was to be her victim
                      of her erotic little feast
                      there was no way to tame the beast
                      with every movement
                     i was tortured like a slave
                     taught how to act
                     how to behave
                     her imagination ran wild
                     with exotic positions
                     always taking
                     always giving
                     how much more of this could i take
                     my goodness i’m about to break
                     then she stops
                     what a cruel torture
                     am i being raped by satan’s daughter?
                     just as i seem to relax
                     that’s when she starts right back
                     now i scream, and i beg
                     my manhood dripping down my legs
                     i’m now empty
                     so hollow
                     she chains me to the bed
                     says she’ll be back tomorrow
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...................Tongue Kissed Sweet Black
Treat...........
 
.
 
 
 
 
 
                               she is a sweet black treat
                               like chocolate melting in your mouth
                               her bittersweet appearance
                               makes my heart quiver
                               knees weaken, shiver
                               she cannot be compared
                               to other delicatisies
                              she is such a sweet black treat
                              it cannot be left in a wrapper
                              it must be held gently
                              upon the tongue as a kiss
                              to remember for all time
                              she could be called
                              a tongue kissed sweet black treat
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...................When Love Is Sweet..........................
 
.
 
 
 
 
 
 
                            it’s like u can’t imagine
                            anybody so precious
                            eyes so adorable
                            lips so sweet
                            hips calling your name
                            life seems as if it will never be the same
                           dancing becomes a joy
                            u hold hands
                            the sunlight smiles at u
                            the moonlight invites passion
                           cuddling becomes special
                           laughter everywhere
                           childish little games
                           romantic treasured moments
                           walks in the rain
                           kisses in secret places
                           wishes we hope time doesn’t erase
                            when love is sweet
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..................The Death Of A Fool...................
 
.
 
 
 
 
                      My dear
                      my love
                      is but memories in time
                      moments so devine
                      i smile when
                      the jealousy of others comes to mind
                      alas once again fate intervened
                      someone else came between
                      the precious sand in the hourglass stopped
                      to the floor my heart dropped
                      my dear
                      my love
                      was shattered into a useless soul
                      so much hatred took control
                      is it my destiny?
                     To be loveless and lonely
                     my dear
                     my love
                     was for you only
                     twas the moment i feared
                     twas the truth i denied
                     alas to thyself i lied
                    my dear
                    my love
                    has been trampled upon like dirt
                    what could compare to such hurt?
                    My heart
                    crushed like grapes into wine
                     your betrayal
                    the ultimate crime
                    to the gallows i cried
                    for finally my love
                    has died.
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..................Would Of, Could Of, Should Of
 
.        
 
 
 
 
                 she said she would of, could of, should of
                 but she didn’t
                 who was she kidding?
                 she knew it was forbidden
                 to let a dog play with a kitten
                 soon things became heated
                 the games were constantly repeated
                 she thought the dog gave her everything she needed
                 but he was selfish, and conceited
                 soon red tears her eyes bleeded
 
                she said she would of, could of, should of
                but she didn’t
                who was she kidding?
                she was in love
               dreaming of what foolish love is made of
               fairytales, and puppy tails
               all lined up in a row
               how could she possibly know?
               he was playing her like a ho
 
               she said she would of, could of, should of
               but she didn’t
               who was she kidding?
              as her heart sank deeper into her chest
              now she begins to regret
              endlessly tries to forget
              she despises the look in his eyes
              she hates his useless lies
              all the nights she cried
              she said she would leave him
              but she lied
 
              she said she would of, could of, should of
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              but she didn’t
              who was she kidding?
              she was trapped in her own decisions
              locked in a lover’s prison
 
             she said she would of, could of, should of
             but she did
             up and had a kid
             thought dad would put in his bid
             marry her
             treasure her
             love her
             believe it or not he tried
             but steady continued to lie
             giving alibi, after alibi
             she finally up, and quit
            she said she had enough of it
            tried to handle it on her own
            she grew to be a queen on her throne
 
            she said she would of, could of, should of
            and she did
            everyday i look in the mirror at that kid
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.................The Fountain Of Youth......................
 
.
 
 
 
 
 
                         imagine love when it was love
                         when little angels with arrows
                         pierced your heart with glee
                         the innocence we now fail to see
                         the seconds so precious
                         we used to sweat
                        at the slightest touch
                        when words meant so much
                        tender kisses of infatuation
                        never thought about anything else
                        dancing around in each others eyes
                       adorable goodbyes
                       which meant absolutely nothing
                       walks in the park after dark
                       romantic rendezous
                       we were young we had no clues
                      how love could confuse
                      the very essence of life
                     dreams of being husband, and wife
                      turned into lust filled sex
                      we never cared what was to come next
                       we never knew what to expect
                          if you want the proof
                             you’ll have to find the fountain of youth
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
.
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...............Kissing In The Middle Of Nothing..............
 
.           
 
                   
                  
 
 
                     now u might wonder
                    what the hell i’m talking about
                    when i say
                    kissing in the middle of nothing
                    it’s like a sweet little peck on the cheek
                    a slip of the tongue that makes u weak
                    at that precise moment
                    when u would never expect it
                    bam! ! ! wham! ! ! thank u mam! ! !
                    kissing in the middle of nothing
                    like a walk in the rain
                    that tasty long kiss
                    that drives u insane
                    the one u can still taste
                    the one that causes a lingering embrace
                    that magical something
                    kissing in the middle of nothing
                    the beauty of bodies pressed together
                    moments so steamy
                    u wouldn’t believe me
                    the tongue has a mind of it’s own
                    all of a sudden it begins to roam
                    passionate sounds like screams, or moans
                    fill the room
                    as your body i consume
                    on my lips i taste perfume
                    yes that’s not all
                   ain’t nobody running
                   kissing in the middle of nothing
 
 
 
.
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The Teaching
 
.
 
 
 
 
                     THE TEACHING Author: KEITH R. WILLIAMS
 
                     some work for the living
                     some work for the dead
                     some of them went to college
                     but have no knowledge in their head
                     yes sir that’s what i said
                     they might as well be the living dead
                     walking around like zombies
                     searching for a miracle
                     it’s hysterical, i mean incredible
                     how individuals get caught up in subliminals
                     wanna be rappers, and criminals
                    politicians, and false religions
                    people too dumb to make their own decisions
                    usually end up in prison, or worst
                    no one curse
                    what god has blessed
                    no one bless
                    what god has cursed
                    i wish i knew the bible verse by verse
                   so i could teach you
                   preach to you
                   take your hand
                   lead you to the promise land
                   but it’s not that easy believe me
                   people are freaky, creepy, so damn sneaky
 
                   some work for the living
                   some work for the dead
                   some went to college
                   but have no knowledge in their head
                   there’s a million solutions to the world’s problems
                   tell me why we can’t solve them
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                   we claim to be so superior
                   yet everyday we seem so inferior
                   to the ways of the lord
                   i’m showing the pen is mightier than the sword
                   there’s a ship bound for heaven
                   but you’re not ready to be on board
                   i hear your alibi’s, lies, and deception
                   everyday you throw away your blessings
                   respect you don’t have it
                    your hands say grab it
                   constantly picking up bad habits
                    tricks are for kids silly rabbit
                   damn it
                   i wish i could help you to undrstand
 
                  some work for the living
                  some work for the dead
                  some went to college
                  but have no knowledge in their head
                  some let these problems into their bed
                   so they can’t rest
                   no way to progress
                  some say education is the key
                  they’ve been saying that for centuries
                  if i only knew the answer
                   to this madness that spreads like cancer
                  eating away at society
                  becoming more, and more reality
                  millions or should i say billions
                 multiplying rapidly
                   is there a way to save humanity?
                   our leaders start wars
                     our preachers sleep with whores
                           our friends betray us
                            our families portray us
                             as if were insane
l                          ike their the only ones with brains
                                  is there any solution
                                    to this enormous mental pollution?
                               we’ll just have to wait and see!
                             after all i went to college
                                i don’t even know if it helped me! ! ! !
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